
Course 1:
Intro to Monetizing a Website

Welcome to: Just Start 



WHO IS THIS GUY?

@TylerBishop
Tyler is an award-winning marketer, Founder of Pubtelligence at Google, and CMO of Ezoic. A veteran 
of the technology and start-up world, a digital marketing expert for start-up competitions, hosts The 

Publisher Lab podcast, and is a sought after influencer in the online publishing space. 
Tyler is also a Brazilian Jiu Jitsu black belt, C-level magician, and a dog person.

#Pubtelligence
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Why are we doing Just Start?

1. Help all publishers grow
a. Know we can help save money
b. Can help provide a little money
c. Data need to grow 2x as fast
d. Access to tools and tech that will be needed later

2. Rare chance to provide the education around knowledge gaps we see determine website success

3. Scale and test bringing on websites in a class format so that we can eventually make Ezoic a 
technology available to all
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Why are we doing Just Start?

1. Help all publishers grow
2. Provide education 
3. Scale bringing on websites 
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What we’re not…

● An ad network
● Ad management service provider
● Outsourced 3rd party
● Any kind of ad exchange or header bidder

● Not just for monetization actually...
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Ability to manage...
○ Premium monetization 

■ Networks, testing, and technology
● Machine learning to optimize toward your own goals
● Ability to test and prove highest earning providers

○ Faster/better website infrastructure
■ CDN
■ Site Speed
■ Mobile (AMP, PWA, etc.)

○ Actionable Analytics
■ Best performing writers
■ ROI of SEO + tying revenue to content

○ SEO testing
○ Video
○ Privacy & Security

■ Free tools for GDPR, SSL, CCP, Privacy Policy, etc.





Digital Publishing is becoming more complex....

A decade ago to create a successful site you 
didn’t need to worry about…

● Mobile
● HTTPS/SSL
● Site Speed
● Schema Markup
● Video
● GDPR
● CCPA
● Google Discover/News
● AMP, Apps, Progressive Web Apps
● Header Bidding
● Ad Servers
● ….



Display advertising is even worse...

Both sides of this relationship want to 
ensure they get the maximum benefit from 
this deal, regardless if the other side does.

This graphic is actually a simplification of 
what the ad space is actually like.



Where 
everyone is 
trying to get 
to...





Why we are anti-outsourcing
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● Advertisers are investing more in digital 
every year

We’re in the golden age and the time to start is now...



● Advertisers are investing more in digital 
every year

● Most ad spend is done through major 
exchanges and networks largely controlled 
by 2 or 3 parties

○ Google being by far the largest

We’re in the golden age and the time to start is now...



Obsession over where ads come from….

Networks and 
header bidders

Exchange Outsource Software/
Technology



Why use Ezoic for Monetization?

Make it all available automatically 
and give publishers the control

● Ad networks
● Ad Exchanges (including Google AdX)
● Header Bidders (header bidding)
● Native ad networks
● Directly sold deals
● Allow you to connect any existing partners



There are thousands of variables that advertisers bid on.



Yet, most publishers treat and display ads to every visitor the 
exact same way.



This is actually how you optimize your relative ad rates



In a perfect world...

Advertisers would pay a fair price to advertise on a 
publisher’s site and reach their ideal audience.

These fair prices would be determined by impressions 
(seeing an ad) and clicks (clicking on an ad) for ad 
inventory (space for ads).



Using machines is the only way to reliable work on this over time
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How do you know you can 
make money with your site?



WWW.EZOIC.COM

audience

People that 
seek out your 
site’s content

People that 
are looking for 
the content 
on your site
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Build a brand… Be where they search



The value of your visitors are 
determined by 3 things…

1. Attributes you control

2. Attributes don’t control

3. How you measure value
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What determines how much a 
site can earn from ads?



How much money can I make with Ezoic?

Anywhere from $1 to $1,000 per thousand visitors. Ezoic has sites with both. There is no ‘average’ 
because every site is different, even ones that seem very similar.

Example:

Here are two sites that are very similar, but one gets $8 session RPM and the other earns $22 session RPM.



How much money can I make? (cont’d.)



adrevenueindex.ezoic.com



2020 and the spread of COVID-19 have impacted ad rates...



3 sites with majority US traffic all about the same age on the exact same technology

$11 EPMV $15 EPMV $25 EPMV



More About Just Start
● Access to Ezoic Monetization will be available to all that complete all 3 

courses and take the final test and pass (take as much as you like)

● Slides and recording available after live sessions

● Questions will be answered and posted on Bulletin Board that will be on 
recordings and slides page

● Questions can go to guide@ezoic.com

● Next courses will focus on
○ How to setup and get the most out of your Ezoic account
○ How to grow 2x with good data and decision-making

● Please take this survey if you haven’t already…
○ https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfGtaeIAKEevBV9CxG0Nby3PLbTOkcUU2_tJWeeJJRlPXNjDA/viewform?

usp=sf_link
○

mailto:guide@ezoic.com
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfGtaeIAKEevBV9CxG0Nby3PLbTOkcUU2_tJWeeJJRlPXNjDA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfGtaeIAKEevBV9CxG0Nby3PLbTOkcUU2_tJWeeJJRlPXNjDA/viewform?usp=sf_link


Questions

(tylerbishop@ezoic.com)


